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Coordinator's Comments
comments. Like with any time when you have a whole extended family
together, there were some interesting moments; but, overall, it was a great
time and it was hard to leave. Yet it does feel good to be home at the same
time. I hope the two weeks we spent on the road and with family provided
my children with some incredible memories.

Abby Dodge & Family
I hope everyone is having a wonderful summer! I feel like I’ve barely been in
Arizona in June, with running a half-marathon in Denver at the beginning of
the month and a 2-week vacation to Florida in the second half of the month…
so thank you all for being patient with my absence. Of course, Lissete did a
wonderful job of handling anything that came up while I was gone, which I
knew she would.
Later on in this newsletter I’ll share some pictures of our family vacation to
Florida. We decided to drive there and back, which may sound insane with a
3-year-old, a 6-year-old, and a 9-year-old, but they did amazing (having their
tablets helped). We stopped at the NASA Space Center in Houston on the
way out and surprised them with a day at Magic Kingdom Park at Walt
Disney World after we arrived in Orlando.
After 3 nights at a nice resort in Orlando, we headed over to Anna Maria
Island on the gulf and spent 5 nights at a VRBO rental with all of my in-laws.
It was great having the family together and seeing the cousins strengthen
their bonds with each other. We spent most of our time either at the beach or
at the pool. We even got some new family photos taken on the beach so
once I have those back, I’ll finally be able to update the picture used in these

Speaking of memories - don’t forget that the Cochise County Council for
CASA has money available that can be used to help your assigned kiddos
have a memorable summer as well. Whether it’s toys/games that can be
used by the entire placement family or a special activity with just you and
your assigned kiddo, funding is available. As always, if you’re spending an
amount of money on an activity/item that you’re not comfortable spending
out of pocket, ask first. Once I have the pre-approval, you will get
reimbursed. And the approval is super-fast and easy - just send an email to
Lissete or me with the details and we’ll do the rest.
Finally, one last reminder that I think is important for everyone. You are all
amazing advocates and you don’t hesitate to act when it comes to the best
interest of your assigned child(ren). I have heard from several people who
have worked with CASAs in other counties that the CASAs in Cochise are
by far the best (and of course I agree). However, sometimes in our fervor to
do what is best for the child, we might forget that the other members of the
team are often under a lot of pressure and stress and are juggling a much
larger caseload. Please remember to give other agencies time to address
issues/concerns at their level before widening the net and making
something a larger issue, unless of course there is an emergency or a
safety issue at play. I know that several of the agencies that we work with
are severely understaffed and it feels like lately we have had a lot of new
cases coming in so everyone is kind of stretched at the moment. In addition,
this is the time of year where people tend to take vacations since school
isn’t in session, and we all know how important a few days away from work
can be, especially in this field. I know you’re all working very hard
advocating for your assigned child(ren) and I don’t want to dampen that in
any way; I just don’t want us to be creating any additional stress on our
fellow teammates unless it is absolutely necessary.
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Walter and His Girlfriends
by the Honorable Terry Bannon, Cochise County Presiding Juvenile Judge
Dear Casas,
I sincerely hope the month of June was a good one for you all. It
certainly was for me.
I did a lot of fun things in June. I don’t remember all of the specific
examples, but I know that at the conclusion of June, I had a smile on
my face thinking that it had been a good month.
Update on Walter. He has two girlfriends. They live in Oro Valley so
the distance is causing a bit of a problem.
He only gets to see them once or twice a month. But when he does,
he is so excited that he knocks them over, eats their food, sleeps on
their beds and occasionally pees to let all other dogs in the universe
know that he is the top dog. I take a lot of spray cleaner and paper
towels with me when we visit.
I don’t think the girls are as enthralled with him as he is with them. For
the first hour after his arrival, the canines are happy and active. But
shortly thereafter, the gals have had enough and try to find a place to
hide so as to avoid his constant energy. Usually, after he leaves, they
have to sleep for a couple days straight. They need to. They gotta
rest up for the next visit.
He also sleeps for two days after the visit with his friends. It’s a great
respite for me…let me tell you. There’s a lot of energy in that 15 lb
body.
I love him, but sometimes it’s like - wow. Or should I say “bow wow”.
Ha!

We have new juvenile rules starting July 1. Get ready for the changes
if you can by reviewing the new rules. I’ll be doing the same.
I hope you all have a safe July 4th holiday. Enjoy your time with
friends, family and doing the things you love.
I am leaving next week for L.A. to spend five days with my cousin
Ruthie. I am so excited to see her. We have all kinds of tourist things
lined up to do. I can’t wait.
If I haven’t told you recently, l take this opportunity to do so. Thank
you for all you do. Your selflessness inspires me and gives me hope
for a better future for the children under your love and care.
J Bannon
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Reinforcement
by Mary C Blanchard, Cochise County CASA Volunteer
In our June CASA Newsletter, I interviewed one of my young ladies.

her fine article. Then we took the article into the kitchen for the house

She is 16, and I have been her CASA since she was in elementary

mother to read. Five or six of the kids were hanging out in the kitchen,

school. Her topic was “Advice from a CASA Kid.” I printed her article

so the house mother read it aloud. She is a very talented reader, so

and put it in a nice folder to share with her during our visit.

all of us were hanging on her every word.

First, I showed her the article. She was thrilled to see her ideas in

My girl got lots of praise from everyone and was very happy and

print. Next, I asked permission to take a picture of her holding her

proud.

article. She jumped right up and posed. I
showed her the picture and asked her to tell

She does not get along with one of the boys

me what made me ask her for permission. At

(5 boys and 4 girls). When I first arrived, he

first, she could not figure out that it was one of

tried twice to join us. She firmly and politely

the topics in the interview. But we both were

told him it was our visit and he needed to

very motivated to solve this problem, and bit

leave.

by bit it dawned on her that I was taking her
advice about asking permission to take her

When we were all gathered in the kitchen, he

picture. She was very proud that I took her

began a conversation with me. I chatted and

advice.

reinforced his positive comments, and when
he began to grandstand, I shoved him gently

Then I told her I would print the picture and put

back in the positive lane.

it in a nice frame. Then she could hang it on
her bedroom wall or stand it up on her

When my girl and I went back to our private

dresser.

visit, he tried to join us one more time. She
told him quietly that he could not join the

The house father came in and read the article.
He was impressed and complimented her on

visit. I told her he seemed lonely, and that he
~Continued on next page~
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Reinforcement - Continued
also has a tendency to be a bit bossy. She agreed, and I told her how
proud I was of her when she treated him nicely at the beginning of the
visit and got him to leave quietly and then did it again when he came
back to join us. I told her that I really needed her to continue to do
this. I asked her to promise me that she would never lose her cool
with him and escalate her behavior. She and I both know this is a
problem for her. She promised and I thanked her.
I was very relieved to get this promise from her. At our Sunday Zoom,
she had gone on and on about how terrible he is and that she wants
him gone. This gave me good reason to believe that she might decide
to escalate their interaction, and I was worried enough to make a trip
to the placement to check it out. I am still a wee bit concerned, but I
felt better after the visit when she agreed to chill about this matter.
She knows how important this is to me, so I will gently keep inquiring
about how they are getting along and hope for the best.
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I'll Help You
by Susan Anderson, Cochise County CASA Volunteer
Walking down the dusty, cactus lined path at Oracle State Park, my
little one walked along easily as the trail headed downhill. Finding her
foot sliding a couple of times, she learned how to navigate the trail
without sliding on the steeper places and found her steady speed.
We both had hats on to help keep the sun out and she delighted in
the fact that we “matched” in that way.
At a good turnaround
spot we decided to head
back to the vehicle and
go get some juice we
had waiting for us. On
the way back, the trail
was more uphill than
down. She found the trail
was more difficult than
before and became
discouraged. I gave her
my hand and said, “I’ll
help you climb the hill.”
She accepted my hand
and let me lead when we
traversed the uphill parts
and gleefully ran ahead
on the downhill parts.

She relished the thought of having someone to help with the harder
parts. I relished in the fact that she accepted my hand.
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Birth Certificate, Social Security Card, State ID, and Summer Jobs
by Mary C Blanchard, Cochise County CASA Volunteer
This is not my first article on this subject. Now I must confess to you
that I did not take my own advice. I never checked to see if DCS had
my girl’s birth certificate, Social Security card or her State ID, and I
have been her CASA for over 4 years. She did not have a single one.
She wants to get a summer job. She is over 16. It is a perfect time, or
would be perfect, if I had checked on her documents years ago. Last
month the scramble began to get DCS to send for her documents. It
has taken a month to get the birth certificate. The Social Security card

To get a birth certificate, the adoptive parent may contact:
The Cochise Health Department in Bisbee
520-432-9400

For information on getting a Social Security card, call:
The Social Security Office in Douglas
1-800-772-1231.

just arrived. The State ID will come after that. My girl has checked out
job openings, but now we discover that her placement does not

I have a new case, and I will need to find out if DCS has the birth

provide transportation to summer jobs. I should have been checking

certificate and the Social Security card. It is a nightmare to need either

on all this back in May. I did not do so. So, thanks to my

of these documents and to learn that DCS does not have them.

carelessness, my young lady will not be able to get a summer job.

Getting documents takes time, but it is worth it. I am going to check
every month on the status of these cards until DCS tells me they are

DCS is swamped with their To-Do list. Birth certificates, SS cards and

safely in their files. This is especially true for CASA kids who are born

State IDs are not necessary to get services or to enroll the child in

in other States. Getting their documents is a nightmare.

school. It does become an issue when a foster parent needs these
documents to file their income tax. Adoptive parents are not pleased
to discover after the adoption that DCS does not have the birth
certificate or Social Security number for their child.
The good news is that when an adoption takes place in Arizona, and
the child is born in Arizona, the birth certificate or Social Security card
is easy to get.

Good luck!
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A Wonderful Wedding Anniversary Celebration!
by Heather C, Cochise County CASA Volunteer
My husband and I celebrated our 33rd wedding anniversary this
month. We spent three nights at the Arizona Inn. We had planned to
spend half the time leisurely relaxing by the pool, snacking and
catching some rays and then cooling off in the water. Well,
unfortunately the pool didn’t cooperate. It wanted to turn green and
not let us swim.
Plan B went into effect. We visited some new places in Tucson for the
first time. Both of these would be good outings for those CASAs that
have school age kids.

We visited the DeGrazia
Museum and Gallery.
There is a large adobe
building with all of his
sculptures and paintings
and a few other houses
and a chapel all designed
by the artist himself. There
is also a 20-minute video
interviewing him. His art
encompasses Native
American life, children,
animals, and religion. It is
well worth the visit.

Next, we went to the Tucson
Botanical Gardens. We went
early and had a little breakfast at
their cafe. There is a large section
with native desert plants and
trees. There are also various
other types of gardens. They
have rotating art exhibits and
butterflies in the spring. We
bought a year pass so we can go
back on a regular basis.
Well, of course we ate out too
much, but yum. Additionally, we
went shopping and spent too
much money. I think we deserved
it for 33 years of putting in the
effort to stay committed and love
each other.

My breakfast was a
bubble waffle. They
created it in Hong
Kong. It was yummy
with a sweet cream
cheese dollop and
strawberries.
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The Advocate
by Mary C Blanchard, Cochise County CASA Volunteer
I was taking my first flight to Virginia in three years, and I was
traveling with my son. We boarded the first leg of our flight, and I
spied two aisle seats. I asked the two boys who were sitting in the
center and window seats if they were well behaved. They responded
that they were, so I sat down. I got out my book, checked them out
briefly, and we took off. I began to read, but my curiosity got the better
of me, so made a comment about the flight. They responded, and
since they were friendly, I soon found out their “history”. The oldest is
into sports and is starting high school. The youngest is in middle
school and is less active. They were on their way to visit their mother
who is doing her basic training in the military. They were traveling
alone. They would be gone for three weeks. The older boy was in
charge.
I went back to reading my book, and the oldest boy played a game
while the younger one slept. It was a short flight, and it wasn’t long
before the boys began going over a list of instructions about how to
find the USO Club. I kept quiet for about 30 seconds and then asked
what they were doing. They told me their mother had told them to go
to the USO Club and had given them directions. I asked why
someone from the airlines wasn’t helping them. They said no one
was.
I began to simmer. How could the airlines not assign someone to
escort these boys? I told them we were going to check on it. When we
were about to deplane, I told them we were going to walk to the front,
and I would see what was going on. We did this, and we got to the
front. The flight attendant paid no attention to us, and I went into
action. I hope I was polite, but I confronted her and asked why no one
was assigned to take care of these boys. She thought for a minute

and said someone was waiting “outside”. I told the boys to stay close
to me and marched off the plane. There was a man directing traffic, so
I asked him who was in charge of the boys. He looked startled (I
meant business), and he told me someone was waiting outside the
gate. I looked, saw no one official, so the boys and I didn’t move.
Finally, a woman appeared and stood next to the exit. I waited for
some official notice, so she finally started waving, and I used my
loudest teacher voice to inquire down the walkway if she was the
person assigned to meet the boys. She yelled back that she was, so
the boys and I proceeded towards her. When she got there, I checked
her credentials, instructed her to take good care of the boys and said
goodbye to them. Meanwhile my son was in shock. It had been a long
time since he had seen Mama Bear in action.
We went off to wait for our next flight. When we sat down, I did what I
do in all my cases. I reviewed my actions. I was feeling pretty smug
until I realized that all I had to do to prevent all this hubbub was to call
the flight attendant as soon as I realized that the boys thought they
were on their own. She would have reassured me, and I would have
been content to be a silent witness to their meeting up with their
sponsor.
The boys were on our next flight, and I held up the line while we had a
happy reunion. When we were getting our luggage at the end of the
flight, the boys introduced me to their mother. She expressed her
gratitude for me looking out for her boys, and I responded by telling
her they are wonderful boys. Successful reunification. Case
dismissed.
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Another Terrific Resource
by LuRue Troyer, Cochise County CASA Volunteer
For the past several months, a flyer has appeared in the newsletter
regarding resources available from

Anna told of a foster family who received a newborn in need of
constant motion. Clearly, the family wasn’t able to provide that 24/7,
but Aviva found a suitable infant swing that saved the day, giving the
baby the needed movement, which then allowed the family to get
some much-needed sleep and rest!
Aviva has provided bunk beds, twin beds, and the appropriate
bedding. School uniforms and other clothing needs are available.
Aviva has also arranged for Instacart deliveries.

After hearing from CASA Volunteer Susan Anderson about her
rewarding connections with the organization, it seems appropriate to
include more information than simply publishing the flyer. Susan
included contact information, upon which I followed up. Susan also
made the following comments: Very similar to CASA Council in
flexibility of meeting individual needs. (Clothes, educational support,
bedroom furniture, birthday party, etc.)
From Susan:
Placement will send email or call. Anna will send out necessary
paperwork to placement. Once paperwork is verified, a variety
of options are available. Children can be brought to Sierra
Vista location or in the case of my child being too far away, she
said she could ship needed items.

Basically, Anna said, ….Just ask! That is when they swing into action
to see what they can do.
Please let me know when you have made use of this valuable
resource and I will publish it in the newsletter. The foster/kinship
families with whom you work may not know about it or may be too
overwhelmed with other commitments to take the time needed to
follow through.

To obtain more information about resources from AVIVA,
Contact: Anna Garces
520-527-9359
Wishlist@avivatucson.org

I spoke with Anna Garces at 520-527-9359. She was full of
information about the needs they have been able to satisfy…I could
barely keep up with notetaking!
~Continued on next page~
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Essential Unmet Needs

Ready for Foster Youth & Families in Need
Resources are subject to availability &
may include:
• New & gently used clothing & shoes newborn to adult
• New socks & underwear
• Diapers, formula & wipes
• Beds & bedding
• Car seats
• School supplies, backpacks & uniforms
• New Placement Packs for babies and teens
• Holiday & Birthday Celebration Bags
• Personal hygiene kits
• Home cleaning kits
• Homemade quilts & drawstring bags for kids
* Other urgent family needs will be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis and approved based on the availability of resources.

Open to Kinship, Foster
Placements, Group Homes,
DCS Staff, Behavioral
Contact Aviva at 520-5279359 with your requests.
•

Foster Families bring the
Notice to Provider.

•

Professional staff
(DCS, BH, Licensing,
GH) please bring Case
ID, Case Name, and
child & placement

55 S. 5th Street, Sierra Vista, AZ

Please email wishlist@avivatucson.org or call 520-527-9359
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Submitted by Heather C, Cochise County
CASA Volunteer to share information.
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Submitted by Debra Peterson, Cochise County CASA Volunteer
Highly recommended by a foster mother she knows!
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Acronyms!!
A feature of CASA News & Views - Requested by a reader
Please submit an acronym that you have recently learned, or...
One which you have come across, but are not sure what it stands for.
Whenever possible, the list will be presented within a group of related acronyms.

Court Acronyms
MEO - Minute Entry Order
PPC/PPH - Preliminary Protective Conference/Preliminary Protective Hearing
IDH - Initial Dependency Hearing
ICWA - Indian Child Welfare Act
ISC - Informal Settlement Conference
TPR - Termination of Parental Rights
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Available now:
Bisbee:
Call Cheryl anytime (520) 234-8881. Someone will meet DCS
Case Managers with clothing items at an agreed-upon
location anywhere in Cochise County.

The Village Closet

Most sizes are available; less selection and supply in sizes 5
through teens.
Sierra Vista:

If you have donations, ideas, or are willing to
help in any way, please call:

Cheryl Tomlinson at (520) 234-8881 or email
ctomlinson@casaaz.gov

Call LuRue Troyer (520-266-9409) between the hours of
8:00am and 10:00pm for pickup during those hours, or other
times can be arranged ahead of time. She has a few boxes
and bags, ranging from Newborn Girl to Age 10.

Willcox:
Call Mike Beam (520-349-9153) at any time. He has boxes and
bags for smaller sizes.

Mike Beam at (520)-349-9153 has offered to
be contacted at anytime. Mike is in the
Willcox area.

Please mention The Village Closet to your DCS Case Managers
so that they are aware of what is available to them. We are

Still Needed!
People in Benson and
Douglas who can store
and distribute boxes
and bags!!

contacting the DCS Investigators as well.
~Continued on next page~
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The Village Closet
From Cheryl:

Update on Activities

The only news I have is that we gave out three bags to a foster family. There were two
boys, ages 8 and 9 and a little girl,age. 3.
We can always use donations of diapers (any size except size 4) and pull-up pants (any

We can always use donations
size). of diapers (except Size 4) and pull-up pants (any
size). We still need clothing
ThankSize
you! 5 and up.

CASAs!! Please let your foster families
know that clothing is available!!
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CASA of the Month
Holly LaBombard
The CASA of the Month for June 2022 is Holly LaBombard!
Holly LaBombard has been with our program since May of 2018 and is working
on her 3rd case (although technically it’s a repeat of her 2ndcase). She came to
our program with a wealth of experience as a foster parent and she is one of
the most sincere and empathetic people that I know.
Holly’s 2nd case ended in guardianship but then the case returned to us after
new concerns arose. Although at the time the case reopened and Holly was
busy with work and family and other things, she dove right back in and it has
been such a joy watching her reconnect with this teenager and be a wonderful
cheerleader of Mom as she works toward reunification this time around. We
don’t get to see Holly often due to her busy schedule, but she’s always on top
of her case and current on her contact logs. She makes it a point to pop into my
office in Sierra Vista if she sees my door open and I just love seeing her face
light up when she talks about her case and how well the family is doing this
time.
Thank you, Holly, for being willing to take this case back on and for treating it
as a new case and being so supportive of reunification even though it wasn’t
achieved the first time. Keep up the great work!

June 2022

July 2022
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Deb Peterson and Mary Blanchard
Email from attorney

Thank you, again, for helping everyone stay on top of the issues and concerns in this case. I greatly appreciate it.

Karen Reed
Encouragement from a fellow CASA

Karen Reed gave her last ounce of blood to birth her court report. She is truly wonderful...
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Anniversaries

Lin Wright
Since 7/13/15 - 7 years

Misty Lumberry
Since 7/13/18 - 4 years

Michelle Wilson
Since 7/30/20 - 2 years
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Case Closures in
June
Karen Fasimpaur’s boys entered into a
permanent guardianship with their
Grandmother.
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JULY 2022
SUNDAY

3

MONDAY

4

TUESDAY

5

WEDNESDAY

6 World Kissing
Day

THURSDAY

7 Julia M.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

1

2 I Forgot Day

8 Sugar Cookie
Day

9

Mary Kay: Report
due for L case.

County Offices Closed

10

11 Dragoo’s:
Report due for
JG.

12 Cheer Up the
Lonely Day

13

14 Mary Kay:
15 Dora C.
Report due for RL
only (acute care).

16

17 Ice Cream Day

18 Karen F.

19

20 Space
Exploration Day

21 Jen W: Report
due for C/E.
Alisha: Report
due for M/C.

22

23

26

27 Take your
Pants for a Walk
Day

28 Eric: Report
due for A case.

29 Ellie Mae F.

30

Emily: Report due
for AC.
Vicki: Report due
for D case.

24
31

25 Mellyora:
Reports due for T
case and DA.

Calendar created by Lissete Borbon, Program Manager, Cochise County CASA Program
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Evening: Last Tuesday of Month
6:30 - 8:30pm

Home of LuRue Troyer
2300 Iris Drive
Sierra Vista, AZ
Page created by Lissete Borbon, Program Manager, Cochise County CASA Program

July 2022
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Helping Children and Youth Maintain
Relationships with Birth Families
From the Manual
Citation: Child Welfare Information Gateway. (2019). Helping children and youth maintain
relationships with birth families and caregivers. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and Families, Children's Bureau.

Children and youth who are adopted need to maintain relationships with their
birth families, previous caregivers, or other important connections, and it is
vital that their parents support them in doing so. Nurturing these
relationships is in the best interests of the child, as ongoing contact with birth
family members may minimize or resolve his or her feelings of grief and loss
due to separation. This bulletin is intended to provide professionals with
information to help children, youth, and adoptive families develop and
maintain appropriate and evolving connections.
Common Terms for Contact Between Adoptive and Birth Families
Today, the majority of adoptions in the United States involve ongoing
contact and relationship building between adoptive and birth families. This
type of adoption is also referred to as “open adoption” or “openness in
adoption.” You may encounter these terms in literature about adoption or
hear other adoption or child welfare professionals use them when they speak
about adoptions that involve various degrees of contact with birth families.
The term “open adoption” is also common in State laws concerning contact
agreements. (See the Encouraging Written Contact Agreements section for
more information.)
For this bulletin, we focus on the importance of maintaining connections
between children and their birth families or caregivers that continue to
evolve as children grow and their lives change. The bulletin also discusses

how child welfare professionals can help families maintain and facilitate
those connections. To promote the strengths-based concept that all adoptions
benefit from some degree of openness and that “closed adoptions” are not in
the best interests of children, youth, and families, we refer to “open
adoption” sparingly and primarily when the term is embedded in a cited
publication or practice.
Learn more by visiting Child Welfare Information Gateway's webpage
Maintaining Connections With Birth Families in Adoption (https://
www.childwelfare.gov/topics/adoption/preplacement/ adoption-openness/).
THE IMPORTANCE OF MAINTAINING FAMILY OR CAREGIVER
CONNECTIONS
Adoption research supports maintaining relationships between children who
have been adopted and their birth families, as these connections can benefit
children in profound ways (Siegel & Smith, 2012). Having some degree of
openness in adoption has been shown to be beneficial for most people who
have been adopted, birth parents, and adoptive parents (Siegel, 2012a).
Forging and maintaining relationships with birth families can help children
to do the following:
• Understand the reason for the adoption as well as its implications
• Improve their identity formation
• Understand the origins of their physical and personality traits
• Find other supportive adult relationships
• Increase their desire to meet siblings and other family members
• Increase communication about their adoption with their families
• Feel positive about their birth mothers and others
~Continued on next page~
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Other studies on children and adults who have maintained contact and
developed relationships with birth families show the following:
• Adolescents who had long-term direct contact with the birth
families who relinquished them as infants were reported to have
significantly fewer externalizing behaviors than adolescents with no
birth family contact (Von Korff, Grotevant, & McRoy, 2006).
• Face-to-face contact between birth and adoptive family members
helps to enhance adoptive parents' relationships with their children
and develop a close attachment to them as well as feel confident and
secure in their role as adoptive parents (Siegel & Smith, 2012).
• Adoptive parents in active relationships with birth parents showed
significantly greater empathy for their children and the children's
birth parents (Grotevant, McRoy, Elde, & Fravel, 1994) and
communicated more with their children about adoption compared
with those who weren't actively engaged with their children's birth
parents (Von Korff & Grotevant, 2011).
Conversely, one study shows that adolescents who feel dissatisfied with the
amount of contact they have with their birth families may have negative
feelings about adoption (Grotevant, Lo, Fiorenzo, & Dunbar, 2017).
Contact between adoptive and birth families is a relatively new concept in
intercountry adoption—where language barriers, cultural differences, and
geographical distance can make continuing contact difficult. Some families
involved in intercountry adoptions see how domestic adoptions have
benefitted from maintaining connections with birth families and want to
incorporate that into their own families (Seymore, 2015). Adoption
professionals can encourage adoptive families to facilitate a sense of
connection by visiting the child's country of origin, learning the language,
and incorporating aspects of the culture into daily life (e.g., food, clothing).
Professionals can also coach parents in normalizing conversations about
birth families to encourage their children to share their feelings about their

birth parents. Helping children feel comfortable with expressing themselves
openly with their parents can deepen their attachments and support healthy
development (Smith, 2015).
IMPLICATIONS FOR CASEWORK PRACTICE
Agency staff play a critical role in helping adoptive and birth families
communicate regularly so children can maintain connections with their birth
families. This section addresses how caseworkers can support connections
between children and their birth families that are in the child's best interests,
encourage written contact agreements, mediate birth family relationships to
help families overcome potential challenges, and help children maintain
important relationships even when there are safety concerns.
SUPPORTING CONNECTIONS BETWEEN CHILDREN AND
THEIR BIRTH FAMILIES
Findings from a longitudinal study of parents who maintained relationships
with the birth parents of the children they adopted suggest that a commitment
to ongoing contact for the sake of the child is a key factor in making those
relationships work (Siegel, 2012b). According to the adoptive parents
involved in the study, forming a successful relationship between themselves
and their child's birth parents requires a shared focus on the needs of the
child; honesty; self-awareness; communication; flexibility; clear boundaries;
and a compassionate, nonjudgmental view.
The National Resource Center for Adoption (2014), a program formerly
funded by the Children's Bureau, recommended the following strategies for
agency staff to support successful communications between adoptive and
birth families:
• Encourage foster parents and kinship caregivers to build and
maintain relationships with a child's birth family before the adoption
to promote future relationship building. Regardless of the
permanency case plan goal (e.g., reunification, adoption), foster and
~Continued on next page~
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prospective adoptive parents must work together with birth families
to support connections between the child and his or her birth family.
Help older children and youth address their needs about
maintaining connections and building relationships with their
extended families before an adoption has been finalized. Inform
youth about contact agreements and the role of adoptive parents in
helping them determine contact needs with their birth families. (See
the Encouraging Written Contact Agreements section for more
information.)
Educate children and birth and adoptive families on ways to
remain in contact (e.g., letters, emails, phone calls, personal visits,
social media). Emphasize to families that the type and level of
communication should be in the best interests of the child and that
communication needs may change over time.
Introduce prospective adoptive families to current adoptive
families who are successfully maintaining continuing contact after
adoption so that prospective families can learn from them.
Refer birth and adoptive families to agency or community
mediation services for assistance in creating formal contact
agreements. (See the Mediating Birth Family Relationships to Help
Families Overcome Potential Challenges section for more
information.)
Assist adoptive families with how they can use social media to
support their children in seeking to contact or connect with birth
family members, including siblings, cousins, grandparents, and
others.

Although these strategies were developed for foster care adoption, they may
also be useful for private and kinship adoptions.
Agency staff who work with families to support connections between
children and their birth families should be aware of the impact adoption has

on those involved. Children or youth who have been adopted may have
attachment issues because they are grieving the loss of being raised by their
birth family, among other issues. The National Adoption Competency
Mental Health Training for Child Welfare Professionals offers free online
training that assists caseworkers and other agency staff in identifying
strategies that help families create a nurturing environment to facilitate
healthy attachment and address trauma. You may access the training
(modules 3, 5, and 7 are most relevant to attachment issues) at https://
adoptionsupport.org/nti/cw-demo/.
Developing ongoing relationships should be viewed as a process that occurs
over time rather than something that happens immediately. Relationships that
develop gradually may help birth and adoptive families move to higher
levels of engagement and more frequent or personal communication. For
more resources and information on helping adoptive and birth families to
develop healthy relationships, visit Information Gateway's Maintaining
Connections With Birth Families After Adoption webpage (https://
www.childwelfare.gov/topics/adoption/postplacement/connections/).
Although agencies should have policies regarding how to support
relationships between adoptive and birth families, including staff roles,
agency policy should not dictate the type or frequency of contact (Siegel,
2008). Healthy relationships and ongoing communication work best when
they are based on the wishes, strengths, and characteristics of the child and
families involved. Overarching policy may not apply to the diversity of
families and their unique needs at various times and points in their
relationships.
Staff should help birth and adoptive families identify the level and methods
of communication and interaction that are best for the child, both in the
~Continued on next page~
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present and as the child's needs and preferences change in the future.
Agencies also should ensure that adoption support and preservation services
are available, either in house or through referrals, to help families build
relationships and maintain connections. To learn more, see Information
Gateway's bulletin, Providing Adoption Support and Preservation Services
(https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubs/f-postadoptbulletin/).
Caseworkers may also support children who were adopted who want to
search for or contact their birth families. See Information Gateway's Search
& Reunion webpage for helpful information (https://www.childwelfare.gov/
topics/adoption/search/).
Identifying Adult Connections in a Child's Life
The Youth Connections Scale (YCS) helps agency staff engage children and
youth to identify caring adults with whom they maintain “meaningful
relationships,” as defined by the children or youth. Developed to help
practitioners identify and strengthen youth connections to significant adults
(e.g., foster parents, mentors, therapists) in their lives, this five-part form
completed by the youth with their caseworker clarifies youth's understanding
of their connectedness and the importance of their emotional, financial, and
social safety nets. It may also assist caseworkers in determining with whom a
child or youth maintains connections, where relationships can be
strengthened, and what kinds of support the child or youth can expect from
having these relationships.
While it is vital that a child or youth be supported in maintaining connections
with caring adults outside of his or her birth family, staff who assist youth in
completing this tool must understand that maintaining connections with other
adults is not a substitute for maintaining connections with one's birth family.
As such, professionals can also use the YCS to evaluate casework practice
and strategize ways for children and youth to maintain connections and build
relationships with their birth families. Professionals may use the model as a

tool to work together with youth and facilitate discussion with them about
their meaningful and healthy relationships.
To learn more about the YCS, including the importance of connections and
how to implement the scale in casework practice; take the online learning
module, Measuring Relational Permanence: Youth Connections Scale; and
review other YCS materials, visit the website of the Center for Advanced
Studies in Child Welfare (https://cascw.umn.edu/portfolio-items/ycs/).
ENCOURAGING WRITTEN CONTACT AGREEMENTS
Contact agreements, also known as open adoption agreements or cooperative
adoption agreements, are arrangements that allow contact or communication
between a child's adoptive family, his or her birth family, and usually the
child, after the adoption has been finalized. These agreements range from
informal, mutual understandings to written, formal contracts between the
birth and adoptive families. Although not required by States, a mutually
acceptable written agreement that sets clear boundaries and expectations
about how, when, and for how long contact will occur can help build positive
relationships between families and maintain verbal agreements.
No national standard template for written contact agreements is available.
Some agencies, however, may have templates that agency staff are
encouraged to use to work collaboratively with families to write an
agreement that is in the best interests of the child. For legal issues concerning
contact agreements, agency staff should consult with their agency leadership
because laws about contact agreements vary by State. For example, contact
agreements are legally enforceable in some States but not in others.
Additionally, given the widespread use of social media, agency staff may
want to discuss social media considerations with birth and adoptive families
and consider including social media provisions in their contact agreements.
~Continued on next page~
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For more information, see Information Gateway's Social Media in Adoption
webpage (https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/adoption/intro/social-mediaadoption/).
Formal contact agreements must be approved by the court or judge that has
jurisdiction over the adoption in order to be legally enforceable. In general,
the court will only approve the agreement if it finds that the agreement
serves the best interests of the child as well as protects the child's safety and
the rights of all parties to the agreement (Child Welfare Information
Gateway, 2019). For more information on contact agreements, including
State-specific statutes and the court's role in approving, enforcing, and
modifying agreements, see Information Gateway's publication, Postadoption
Contact Agreements Between Birth and Adoptive Families (https://
www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/laws-policies/statutes/
cooperative/).
EMPHASIZING THE USE OF CONCURRENT PLANNING
Concurrent planning is based on the understanding that children benefit by
maintaining connections to their birth families, past caregivers, or other
supportive adults in their lives. According to the National Center for Child
Welfare Excellence, concurrent planning can lay a strong foundation for
ongoing relationships with the child or youth if the foster parents become the
adoptive parents (see http://www.nccwe.org/toolkits/concurrent-planning/
overview.htm). Practicing concurrent planning means communicating openly
and actively involving birth and resource parents in all stages of developing
permanency goals. When done well, concurrent planning strengthens and
builds upon partnerships between birth and resource families. It also ensures
active extended family support to parents and ownership by all parties in a
good outcome for the child.
In addition to reducing the amount of time a child spends in out-of-home
care, the following are benefits of concurrent planning (Pennsylvania Child

Welfare Resource Center, 2014):
• Quicker resolution and permanency for the child
• Direct communication and clarity among the agency, birth
parents, resource parents, the child, and kin regarding the plan for
permanency
• Fewer placements for the child
• Involvement of family members in identifying kinship placement
options
• Development of a network of relatives and resource parents
willing to support birth families and serve as a potential permanency
resource
For more information on concurrent planning, see the Information Gateway
bulletin, Concurrent Planning for Timely Permanence (https://
www.childwelfare.gov/pubs/concurrent-planning/).
Support Services for Adoptive, Foster, and Kinship Care Families
Families who are helping children or youth maintain connections with their
birth families may need support services to help them nurture and navigate
these relationships. To help improve child and family well-being, including
the development of strong relationships, agencies should ensure their support
services— both for before and after the adoption—include the following
characteristics (AdoptUSKids, 2015):
Child centered and family focused: Sees the child or youth as a
unique person who has strengths, interests, and needs; serves the whole
family, not just the birth and adoptive parents
Adoption or permanency competent: Understands the core issues
in adoption and supports healthy relationships within and between adoptive
and birth families
~Continued on next page~
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Trauma informed and trauma responsive: Addresses the effects of
trauma and how to assess the child's trauma history
Relationship based: Builds a strong, equal partnership between
families and a professional to ensure one point of contact for families
seeking services
Strengths based: Identifies the skills, knowledge, interests, abilities,
and other positive attributes of a child or youth and family to help with
forming healthy attachments
Culturally responsive: Acknowledges the unique issues facing a
family with services tailored to meet its racial, ethnic, linguistic, and other
cultural needs
Flexible and accessible: Enables children, youth, and families to
access support when they have a need rather than on a set schedule
Agency staff should also ensure that they are equipped with the skills,
experience, and training necessary to provide such support services.
Agencies should also collaborate with community partners who can provide
critical services to facilitate supporting families. For more information on
support services for families, including suggested agency trainings and
assessing agency readiness to provide services, see the Children's Bureau's
Capacity Building Center for States' publication, Prepermanency Services
for Adoptive and Guardianship Families (https://library.childwelfare.gov/
cwig/ws/library/docs/capacity/Blob/114938.pdf?r=1&rpp=10&upp=0&w=
+NATIVE%28%27recno%3D114938%27%29&m=1).
MEDIATING BIRTH FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS TO HELP
FAMILIES OVERCOME POTENTIAL CHALLENGES
Although most adoptive families view their ongoing relationships with birth

families positively, these relationships may present challenges (Siegel,
2012b). Adoptive families may be concerned that they are not respecting the
birth families' privacy, or they may be concerned about the birth family
intruding upon their own privacy (Black, Moyer, & Goldberg, 2016). Other
potential challenges include one party desiring a different level of contact,
not following through on the contact agreement, and breaking trust (Siegel &
Smith, 2012).
The availability of personal information on the Internet presents another
potential challenge. This information may cause privacy concerns because
people are more easily able to research contact information than in the past.
Although private adoption agencies may have internal policies in place
regarding search and reunion to protect individuals' identities or establish
other boundaries, constellation members may instead use the Internet to find
information or try to make contact. When possible, professionals should
provide these individuals the same level of support and education as they
would those who undergo the more traditional search-and-reunion process.
Professionals may refer families to Information Gateway's Searching for
Birth Relatives factsheet (https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubs/f-search/) for
more detailed information about the process and emotions they are likely to
experience.
Additionally, family needs regarding how to communicate and maintain
relationships may change over time. Birth and adoptive families may need to
decide whether to adjust their commitments due to changing circumstances
or react to changes requested or made by the other party.
Caseworkers can use the following methods to help families overcome these
and other potential challenges:
• Encourage families to communicate openly and honestly.
• Help educate birth and adoptive families so they can better
understand the perspective of the other family.
~Continued on next page~
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Keep the focus on the needs and experiences of the child.
Support the development of written contact agreements that help
establish appropriate expectations, set boundaries, and offer
flexibility for needs that may change over time.
Offer adoption support and preservation services to adoptive and
birth families and persons who are adopted.

Some adoptive and kinship care families may need special support services,
such as birth family mediation, to help them negotiate relationships with a
child's birth family and feel more comfortable working with and maintaining
connections with the birth family (AdoptUSKids, 2015). For families who
need or are likely to benefit from mediation, caseworkers can refer them to a
mediator who has experience with birth and adoptive families. Mediation,
which refers to meeting with a neutral third party such as an agency or
adoption professional, can help families maintain connections or build
relationships by overcoming challenges in how or when contact should
occur, navigating changing needs and roles later in the adoption, or
developing written contact agreements.
To learn more, visit Information Gateway's Mediation for Permanency
Planning webpage (https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/permanency/
planning/mediation/).
MAINTAINING RELATIONSHIPS WHEN THERE IS A SAFETY
CONCERN
Even when it is not safe for the child to maintain a relationship with a birth
parent through contact such as unsupervised visits, it may be in the child's
best interests to maintain connections via other kinds of contact, such as
letters or email, a mediator, or supervised visits with the birth parents. This
may be true if the following applies:
• A birth parent is unable to maintain appropriate relationship
boundaries with a child due to mental or emotional illness.

•

A birth parent has directed abuse or violence at a child, which
indicates that contact would likely result in more trauma for the child.

The adoptive family can help caseworkers and other professionals support
the child and birth family in maintaining the child's connections in safe ways.
Caseworkers may confer with an adoption-competent mental health provider
and talk with the adoptive family for additional assistance in determining the
best contact options for a child (such as contact with the birth parents or, if
the parents are not able to be involved in a way that is safe for the child, a
member of the extended family). For more information on working with a
mental health provider, see Information Gateway's Collaboration With
Mental Health Services webpage (https://www.childwelfare.gov/ topics/
management/practice-improvement/collaboration/health/).
CONCLUSION
When children who are adopted maintain relationships with their birth
families and previous caretakers, they benefit in significant ways. The type
and level of contact with birth families may change over time but being
connected to his or her birth parents can mitigate a child or youth's grief and
loss, strengthen identity development, and prepare the child emotionally for
adulthood. Adoptive and birth parents who prioritize the child's best interests
and developmental needs regularly facilitate positive relationships that
support the child in comfortable and caring ways.

~Continued on next page~
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